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Temperature dependence of surface layering in a dielectric liquid
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The temperature dependence of the density oscillations 共layers兲 at the free surface of tetrakis共2ethylhexoxy兲silane, a nonmetallic molecular liquid, was investigated using x-ray reflectivity. Below ⬃215 K,
the layer parameters weakly vary with temperature, if at all. Above this temperature, the layer spacings and
intrinsic layer widths increase continuously, until there is no identifiable layering above 230 K. This transition
occurs at T / Tc ⬇ 0.23, a temperature region that is usually accessible in metallic liquids but is preempted by
freezing in many dielectric liquids.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been established both theoretically1–3 and
experimentally4–7 that the surfaces of metallic liquids are
layered. On the other hand, many studies of normal dielectric
liquid free surfaces near room temperature showed no evidence of layering. The work of Rice et al.1–3 predicted this
difference and attributed it to the presence of an electron gas
in liquid metals. Recently, however, Chacón and
co-workers8–10 concluded from Monte Carlo simulations that
surface layering is a universal property of liquids: the surface
layering can be observed if the temperature is below ⬃0.2Tc,
where Tc is the critical temperature. This effect has also been
seen in simulations by Li and Rice.11 This temperature is
usually easily accessible in liquid metals because Tc is high,
but in many dielectric liquids it lies well below the freezing
point.
The prediction of Chacón and co-workers has been confirmed by our recent x-ray reflectivity study of tetrakis共2ethylhexoxy兲silane 共TEHOS兲, an isotropic nonconducting
molecular liquid that does not freeze until very low
temperatures.12 We saw that at higher temperatures the density of TEHOS surface changes monotonically normal to the
surface, just as in other dielectric liquid surfaces.13–18 However, at lower temperatures, reflectivity oscillations appear,
indicating that layers have formed. The layering extends only
4–5 molecular diameters into the bulk, similar to the layering
at metallic surfaces, and distinct from liquid crystal surfaces
where the surface layering can extend hundreds of angstroms
into the bulk.19,20
A number of mechanisms have been proposed to explain
liquid surface layering. For example, after comparing the
pair correlation function in different liquids, Soler et al.21
proposed that pronounced density oscillations appear if the
liquid-vapor interface is sharp. In our study of the TEHOS
surface, we found that there is a surface region with average
density higher than the bulk density when layering appears,
which is different from the layering in many metallic
liquids12 although somewhat similar to that reported in liquid
Sn.7 It is conceivable that layering in dielectric liquids and
layering in metallic liquids have entirely different origins.
Analysis of the temperature dependence of the layer structure
at metallic surfaces has shown that it is possible to determine
1098-0121/2007/76共2兲/024206共5兲

whether there are temperature-dependent components in addition to the inevitable capillary wave broadening that reduces the amplitude of the observed layering peak.22,23
Therefore, a study of the temperature dependence of surface
layering in a dielectric liquid should be helpful as input to
future theoretical work on the origins of surface layering.
We now have done a much finer-grained study as a function of temperature than in our earlier paper.12 Moreover, we
were able to obtain a better estimate of the capillary broadening, so we have now plotted the intrinsic layering parameters with capillary broadening deconvoluted. This has made
visible trends that could not be discerned in the data shown
in Ref. 12.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

TEHOS was purchased from GLEST Inc. with a purity of
⬎95% and used as supplied. The molecule has a diameter of
about 10 Å. Its freezing temperature and its critical temperature have not been precisely determined, but viscosity
measurements24 indicate that it is a fluid down to at least
219 K. As previously reported,12 we saw no evidence of a
bulk phase transition down to 190 K in either transmission
x-ray data or differential scanning calorimetry data. The critical point Tc is estimated to be ⬃950 K.12,25
In order to do this experiment in a closed-cycle refrigerator, we prepared ⬃5000 Å films of TEHOS supported on
silicon substrates.26 This is for all practical purposes a bulk
liquid since the film thickness is much larger than the substrate roughness, molecular dimensions, etc. TEHOS has an
extremely low evaporation rate, and we saw no measurable
thickness change over ⬃12 h.
It is known that TEHOS forms layers near smooth silicon
surfaces.26,27 To eliminate features in the reflectivity due to
this interface layering, we prepared and used substrates with
rms surface roughness ⬎20 Å. This causes the scattering
features due to interfacial layers to contribute only a diffuse
background to the reflectivity data.26 We have confirmed that
the specular reflectivity signal from the rough silicon surface
rapidly drops with Q and is negligible at Q ⬎ 0.15 Å−1 compared to the scattering from the free liquid surface. The
method of preparation of the rough silicon wafers has been
described previously.12
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Comparison of the peak in the specular
reflectivity with that in the bulk data 共taken in transmission geometry兲. Both data were collected at 212 K. In the case of the specular
reflectivity, the off-specular background has been subtracted.
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 The specular reflectivity 共normalized to
the Fresnel reflectivity兲 at various temperatures. The solid curves
are the best fits to the data using the model described in the text
关Eq. 共1兲兴 except for the data at 297 K, which are fitted to an errorfunction-type electron density profile since there is no evidence of
layering. The curves are displaced vertically for clarity.

layering peak in the specular reflectivity curve to the bulk
liquid scattering peak near 0.63 Å−1, one sees clearly that the
width of the specular peak is much smaller 共⬃0.1 Å−1兲 than
that of the bulk peak 共⬃0.25 Å−1兲, indicating that there is
longer-range order along the surface normal direction compared to the order in the bulk liquid.
We fitted the data following a modified version of the
distorted-crystal model. The original model4,5,22 has been
used to fit data from a number of liquid metal surfaces and
offers a way to deconvolute capillary interface broadening.
We use the modified function:12

Specular x-ray reflectivity studies were performed at MATRIX 共beamline X18A, National Synchrotron Light Source兲.
The beam size was ⬃0.8 mm vertically and ⬃1 mm horizontally. The momentum resolution was ⬃0.006 Å−1. More
details regarding sample mounting and data collection are in
Ref. 12.
III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the specular reflectivity R normalized to
the Fresnel reflectivity RF, at ten different temperatures from
190 to 297 K. At 230 K and below, one sees some structure
in the reflectivity curves. The specular peak near 0.63 Å−1 is
at the same Q as the TEHOS bulk 共isotropic兲 peak. One sees
from Fig. 1 that there is not much change in the specular
reflectivity curves below 215 K. Above this temperature, the
height of layering peak drops significantly. At 230 K, only a
very weak hump is visible, and at higher temperatures the
curves become featureless. 共Surface roughness prevents us
from collecting significant data at higher Q at these temperatures.兲 This temperature region corresponds to T / Tc ⬃ 0.23.
While the main features of the reflectivity curves match well
with the results reported previously,12 the temperature above
which surface layering vanishes is several degrees lower in
the data we now report. The reason for this small discrepancy is unknown, but the data shown here are reproducible
共see below兲.
Figure 2 shows the peaks in specular reflectivity data and
bulk scattering data. In specular reflectivity data, the bulk
scattering background has been subtracted. Comparing the
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where 2n = 20 + n¯2, and 0 is the width of the first layer,
2
, where cw is due to
which combines two terms: 20 = 2i + cw
thermal capillary waves and i is an intrinsic term due to all
other factors. Compared to the original model,4,5,22 we have
introduced two additional parameters. The first one is the
spacing between the first three layers 共d0兲, which is allowed
to be different from that between layers further inside the
bulk liquid 共d1兲; the second parameter 共r兲 is used to account
for the different electron density in the first two layers.
Note that cw is not a variable parameter in our fits. We
have measured the surface tension near and below room temperature using the Wilhelmy-plate method in the range
265– 305 K 共Fig. 3, top panel兲. We then extrapolated it to the
temperatures of interest28 using the Pitzer-type function
ln ␥ = A + n ln共Tc − T兲 and used this to calculate the capillary
contribution to the interface width29 as a function of temperature. The calculated cw is shown in Fig. 3 共bottom
panel兲.
Excellent fits, shown as solid curves in Fig. 1, are obtained with this model. The unmodified model4,5,22 would fail
to fit the extra peak at ⬃0.44 Å−1 in our data. The actual
fitted electron densities are not shown here, but typical fits
are in Fig. 2 of Ref. 18. At lower temperatures 共215 K and
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 共a兲 TEHOS surface tension ␥ measured at
and below room temperature. Fitting model: ln共␥兲 = A + n ln共Tc − T兲,
where Tc is fixed at 950 K. The best fit gives A = −2.20 and n
2
= 0.88. 共b兲 The calculated square of capillary wave roughness cw
,
with qmax = 0.4 Å−1, at the low-temperature range of interest. The
roughness was derived from the surface tension obtained by extrapolating the fitting function in 共a兲 to low temperatures.

below兲, there is a higher-density layer of about 20 Å thickness at the surface 共average density in this layer is about 15%
higher than that in the bulk兲 and several distinct oscillations
in the electron density profile. Above 215 K, the density oscillation amplitude starts to drop, and 230 K is the highest
temperature at which any oscillations can be seen. As the
amplitude of the oscillations decreases, the density in the
surface layer also drops significantly. At 230 K, the mean
density of the surface region has dropped to that of the bulk
liquid.
Compared to the surface layering observed in liquid metals, the density oscillation amplitudes 共see, e.g., Fig. 2 of
Ref. 18兲 are smaller fractions of the bulk density. This may
be due to the extended nature of the molecule, which
“smears” the electron density. The temperature dependence
of layering on the TEHOS surface is somewhat similar to
that observed for liquid metals previously.22,23 In both cases,
the surface layering continuously weakens as temperature increases. However, in TEHOS, the layering drops much more
rapidly above a threshold temperature, and this may be consistent with a continuous transition. The region nearest the
surface is denser on average than the bulk liquid. Theoretical
work has suggested that the surface atoms have a tendency to
move closer to each other, and this higher lateral packing
induces a density oscillation which propagates several
atomic diameters into the bulk.30,31 The increased average
density at the TEHOS surface may be a manifestation of
such a mechanism 共see Ref. 7兲.
While the distorted-crystal model elegantly allows us to
deconvolute the effect of capillary surface broadening and
see what the intrinsic density oscillations would look like, it

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Patterson function 共top兲 and the electron
density profile obtained from the slab model fit 共bottom兲 for data at
200 K. The vertical dashed lines in the top and bottom figures indicate the maxima and minima in the Patterson function and correspond to internal “interfaces” in the liquid.

is important to establish that the basic conclusions are independent of the model used. We show in Fig. 4 the Patterson
function32 of the R共q兲 / RF共q兲 data at 200 K:
P共s兲 =

1
2
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A maximum or minimum in the Patterson function at a
given s indicates that there are two interfaces a distance s
apart; if the density is changing in the same direction at both
interfaces, one sees a maximum, while if one is increasing
while the other is decreasing, one sees a minimum. It can be
seen in Fig. 4 that there are two distinct minima and one
distinct maximum. Since the free surface has the largest density change, these strong turning points indicate the positions
of internal “interfaces” as measured from the liquid-air interface. There is one internal interface where the electron density change is in the same direction as at the free surface, and
two internal interfaces where the electron density change is
in the opposite direction. The first minimum in the Patterson
function is unusually deep, which indicates that there is a
denser layer at the surface when the layering occurs. The
Patterson functions for data at other temperatures below the
layering transition share similar features.
These features are clearly reproduced in a traditional “slab
model” fit 共Fig. 4, lower panel兲 using three surface slabs of
different electron densities, thicknesses, and interface widths
in addition to the semi-infinite bulk liquid. There are interfaces at distances of 20, 29, and 34 Å below the liquid-vapor
interface. We have also performed a “model-independent”
fit33 using 18 4 Å slabs whose densities vary independently.
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FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 Comparison of the results obtained using
different fitting methods, for the data at 200 K: 共a兲 the specular
reflectivity and 共b兲 the calculated electron density.

σ

Figure 5 shows the best fits with each method 共top panel兲 and
the electron density profiles from each method 共bottom
panel兲. 共The distorted-crystal-model density is shown without removing the capillary broadening.兲 It can be seen that
all fitting methods show the same basic features. There are
density oscillations indicating layering, and there is a density
increase in the first ⬃20 Å below the surface, corresponding
roughly to one bilayer of TEHOS molecules.
We now return to our modified distorted-crystal fit 关Eq.
共1兲兴 and show the temperature dependence of the relevant
fitting parameters 共Fig. 6兲. Data from two different runs are
shown using different symbols to indicate the degree of re-

FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 Temperature dependence of the fitting
parameters. d0 and d1 are the spacings between the first three layers
and between subsequent layers, respectively; r is the relative density of the surface layer; and i is the intrinsic roughness in the first
layer. 关See Eq. 共1兲 and associated discussion.兴 The two different
symbols refer to results from two different runs.

producibility. In both runs, the data were collected by first
cooling the sample to the lowest temperature, and then raising the sample temperature to the desired point where it is
then held constant. It should be noted that at a liquid surface,
the observed roughness depends on the experimental
resolution.34 The present experiments were performed with a
qz resolution of 0.006 Å−1.
One sees in Fig. 6共a兲 that d0 is about 8.0 Å at 215 K and
below, and hardly changes in the low-temperature region.
The spacing d0 is ⬃2 Å less than the spacing d1 关Fig. 6共d兲兴.
Both d0 and d1 increase as the temperature rises above
215 K. Similarly, i sharply increases above 215 K 关Fig.
6共c兲兴, while the surface density enhancement 关Fig. 6共b兲兴 decreases. The fact that i rapidly increases as the layering
disappears suggests that it may be the increase in layer width
that smears the features and thus weakens the density variations. The intrinsic width i and the capillary wave vector
cutoff qmax are usually coupled.8 When i rapidly increases
共i.e., above 223 K兲, qmax should change in this temperature
range, and using a constant qmax to calculate cw may not be
appropriate. However, the fact that i is nearly constant below 215 K and rapidly increases above it 共even assuming
fixed qmax兲 clearly shows that factors other than capillary
wave broadening are playing a role. The parameter ¯ has not
been plotted: below 215 K, it was constant at 1.9± 0.1 Å, but
above this temperature the uncertainty becomes very large
because the layering features are so weak. The highertemperature fits shown were done with ¯ fixed at the lowertemperature value. It can be seen in Fig. 6共d兲 that the uncertainty in the layer spacing d1 is also very large at higher
temperatures.
As pointed out in Ref. 12, the coupling between the
monotonic increase of i with temperature and the loss of
layering suggests that the layering is not caused by the impurity segregation at the surface. Impurities would decrease
the surface energy 共surface tension兲, which would cause an
increase in the apparent intrinsic surface width. This is the
opposite of what we observe.
We have previously performed in-plane scattering to look
for lateral order at the surface.12 No peaks other than the
liquidlike bulk peaks were observed, and the horizontal
width of the liquid like peaks is comparable to that of the
peaks in bulk scattering, which indicates that there is no
enhanced lateral order at the surface. This is similar to the
surface layering in liquid metals and distinct from surface
freezing, a pretransition effect in which quasi-long-range lateral order is seen.35
The temperature region at which we observed layering in
TEHOS corresponds to a reduced temperature T / Tc ⬃ 0.23,
which is close to the threshold T / Tc ⬃ 0.15– 0.2 seen in the
simulations of Chacón and co-workers.8–10 The small discrepancy could be due to the difference in size of TEHOS
共⬃10 Å兲 and the molecule used in the simulation 共⬃3.3 Å兲.
It has been shown in one simulation that the amplitude of
layer oscillations increases with the size of the molecule.10
We also note that the simulations do not show a denser layer
at the surface as observed for TEHOS, and this may be related to the shift in threshold temperature. In other words, the
actual TEHOS surface may be somewhat more complicated
than the theoretical model. However, our results are in quali-
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tative agreement with the simulations in that layering appears at low T / Tc even in nonmetallic liquids if the liquid
does not freeze. The simulations do not have the temperature
resolution of the experiments reported here, and therefore
there are no specific theoretical predictions regarding the
trends shown in Fig. 6.

results show that the spacing of the layers nearest to the
surface rapidly increases with temperature in the transition
region. Simultaneously, the roughness of the first layer dramatically increases, much faster than the increase attributable
to capillary waves alone.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Surface layering in a dielectric liquid, TEHOS, occurs
below ⬃230 K. When layering occurs, a denser layer appears at the surface, with a 20% smaller layer spacing in this
denser layer. The amplitude of the density oscillations drops
continuously but rapidly as the temperature increases. Fitting
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